Robert Slovak Professional Background and Accomplishments
Robert Slovak is a degreed Mechanical and Aeronautical & Astronautical engineer best
known as the co-founder of Water Factory Systems in the early 1970’s. He and his
brother were among the early developers of applying Reverse Osmosis (RO) technology,
one of the world’s leading water treatment discoveries. Their successful innovations
encompassed home and office RO drinking water systems, bottled water production,
laboratory purification, hemodialysis, seawater desalination, microchip production,
bottled water production, water vending, spot-free vehicle washing and scores more.
As a result of the rapid growth of RO application, Robert’s ongoing seminars and a bestselling industry book on the subject of POU RO, he became a well-known figure in the
water industry. In 1989 Water Factory Systems was purchased by the Cuno Inc., a worldclass leader in fluid treatment. Since then, it was acquired by the 3M Corporation, which
continues to market many of there original products.
Robert officially retired from the US water industry in 1996 and went on to bring his
knowledge and experience to Brazil and other international markets. He put together a
team and published Agualatinomerica magazine to establish a legitimate water equipment
and education infrastructure in Brazil. His “students” continue to play a major role in
Braszil’s water industry.
In 2004, while in a remote location of Brazil, Robert became seriously ill and was
introduced to a little-known 115 year-old medical discovery known as Original Quinton
Marine Plasma (after the famous revolutionary biologist René Quinton). This littleknown ocean-harvested nutraceutical is still being produced and used by leading-edge
medical practitioners worldwide. Having been an avid student of health and nutrition
science for decades, Robert recognized the remarkable history of this product in
supporting a wide range of the most difficult health conditions. He and his team now
import Original Quinton products for distribution to health practitioners of all disciplines
throughout North America. It is also available to health-seeking consumers under the
name QuintEssential.
While attending medical and wellness conferences throughout North America, Robert
recognized the minefield of water-related misinformation encountered by doctors and
patients alike. This unsettling experience soon turned into the motivation to do something
about it and Purative Inc. was established. A team with more than 150 years of combined
experience was assembled to create a product line of Point of Use (POU) and Point of
Entry (POE) water purification systems for health and wellness minded consumers. In
addition, a line of advanced water additives was developed to properly mineralize
drinking water and provide effective alkalizing of the fluids and tissues.
For the past five years Roberts focus has been on bringing a new medical breakthrough
called “Molecular Hydrogen” (H2) to the medical profession and health-minded
consumers. This smallest molecule in the Universe has been overlooked as a nutrient and
nutraceutical until now, but medical and health researchers and clinicians are acclaiming
Molecular Hydrogen as the most potent and unique antioxidant. Robert and his team have

helped develop a practical way for everyone to benefit from this discovery by creating a
simple tablet that reacts with water to infuse it with Molecular Hydrogen.
Most recently, Robert was a featured speaker at a recent International Water Conference
sponsored by Aquatech and Water Quality Association. There he drew a record crowd to
his technical presentation on the popular but controversial subject of alkaline and
antioxidant water.

